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Abstract
Existing opinion analysis techniques rely on
the clues within the sentence that focus on the
sentiment analysis task itself. However, the
sentiment analysis task is not isolated from
other NLP tasks (co-reference resolution, entity linking, etc) but they can benefit each
other. In this paper, we define dependencies
between sentiment analysis and other tasks,
and express the dependencies in first order
logic rules regardless of the representations
of different tasks. The conceptual framework
proposed in this paper using such dependency
rules as constraints aims at exploiting information outside the sentence and outside the
document to improve sentiment analysis. Further, the framework allows exception to the
rules.

1

Introduction

Opinions are ubiquitous in language. Existing opinion analysis techniques rely on the clues in the sentence that focus on the sentiment analysis task itself.
Consider, for example,
(Ex1) Oh no, the voters defeated the bill.
The sentiment lexicons are used to recognize Oh
no as a negative opinion, the semantic role labeling
features are used to recognize the target is the defeating event (Yang and Cardie, 2013), and the implicatures are used to recognize the writer is positive
toward the bill since the writer is negative toward the
defeating event which harms the bill (Deng et al.,
2014; Deng and Wiebe, 2015). These work mainly
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rely on the clues that directly indicate opinions (e.g.,
recognizing On no as a negative opinion), or indicate
components of opinions (e.g., recognizng the target
being defeating), or indicate other opinions based
on the information within the sentence (e.g., recognizing a positive opinion toward the bill). They do
not exploit the vast amount of knowledge outside the
sentence, which are outputs from many NLP tasks.
But the task of sentiment analysis may benefit from
those tasks. Consider (Ex2), for example,
(Ex2) President Obama proposed the
healthcare reform. I support him.
we recognize in the second the sentence that the
writer (I) is positive toward him. Further, we recognize the writer is positive toward President Obama
since by co-reference resolution we know that him
refers to President Obama.
Meanwhile, other NLP tasks may benefit from
sentiment analysis. Consider, for example,
(Ex3) The allies successfully defeated
Nazi. They are really brave.
The sentiment analysis system may infer that the
writer is positive toward the allies and negative toward Nazi. Based on this information, we can infer
that the word they in the second sentence refers to
the allies instead of Nazi. Thus the sentiment analysis outputs help the co-reference resolution task.
The relation of sentiment analysis and other NLP
tasks cannot be easily modelled as a pipeline. For
example, in (Ex2) a co-reference resolution needs
to be run first to infer the writer is positive toward
Obama, while in (Ex3) the positive sentiments needs
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to be recognized first to infer the word they refer to
the allies. Previous work (Deng et al., 2014; Deng
and Wiebe, 2015) develop joint models to infer sentiments based on the implicature rules (e.g, (Ex1)).
They first develop independent systems to recognize
sentiments and components of sentiments. Then
joint approaches are used to take the outputs from
independent systems as input and globally infer sentiments based on all the input information. The implicature rules are used as constraints in the joint approaches. Similar to their method, we can use rules
introduced in this paper as constraints in the joint
models, and jointly resolve sentiment analysis and
other NLP tasks. Furthermore, though the representations of knowledge that different tasks generate are
various, the dependencies in this paper are expressed
in a unified way: first order logic rules.
In summary, this paper presents a conceptual
framework using the newly defined dependency
rules as constraints of joint models to exploit various kinds of knowledge to make progress toward
a deeper interpretation of subjective language. The
background of joint models is given in Section 2.
The dependency rules and corresponding NLP tasks
are given in Section 3. Furthermore, the framework
allows exceptions to the rules, which will be discussed in Section 4. Finally we give the conclusion.

according to local scores only.
However, the previous conceptual framework
(Wiebe and Deng, 2014b) only defines rules over
the Implicature Knowledge atoms to only consider
the information within the sentence. And they are
limited to a particular type of event: +/-effect event.
Instead, this paper introduces rules defined over the
External Knowledge atoms to exploit knowledge
outside the sentence and outside the document. Further, the atoms defined in this paper are general so
that people can use these atoms to design more rules.

2

Different from the rules defined in (Wiebe and
Deng, 2014a), we define new rules depicting the dependencies between sentiments (e.g., pos(X,Y)) and
external knowledge outside the sentence (e.g., posExternal(X,Y)). We focus on two types of knowledge. The first involves knowledge from elsewhere
within the same document, and the second involves
document-external knowledge such as that stored in
a knowledge base (e.g., Freebase).
For ease of understanding, a rule is presented as
an instantiated rule applied to an example (as (R1)
above). There are variations of the rules listed in
this paper according to different context.1

Background

The ultimate goal of this paper is to improve sentiment analysis by exploiting various knowledge, each
of which corresponds to an NLP task. We define
atoms corresponding to the tasks in Table 1.
The primary task of sentiment analysis is to assign
scores to the atoms pos(X,Y) and neg(X,Y) (i.e., assigning true or false, or numeric scores to the atoms).
Most of previous work directly assign scores to
pos(X,Y) and neg(X,Y) without any dependency rule.
Some recent work (Deng et al., 2014; Deng and
Wiebe, 2015) take the scores as local scores and
maximize the sum of scores of all the Primary Task
and Implicature Knowledge atoms in Table 1 w.r.t.
the constraints defined by a subset of implicature
rules in (Wiebe and Deng, 2014a). Their experiments have shown that the joint models are able to
choose a better assignment of the scores to all the
atoms globally rather than make individual decisions
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3

Dependency Rules and NLP Tasks

The dependency rules are expressed as first order
logic rules. As a start, we represent one of the rules
from (Wiebe and Deng, 2014a) in first order logic
applied to (Ex1) in Section 1.
In (Ex1), we infer from the negative sentiment
toward the defeated event that the writer is positive
toward the bill. The defeated event is defined as
a -effect event since it has negative effect on the
theme, the bill (Deng et al., 2013). The instantiated
rule is:
(R1) neg(writer, defeat) ∧ -effect(defeat)
∧ theme(defeat, bill) ⇒ pos(writer, bill)

3.1

Rules of Intra-Document Knowledge

Co-reference Resolution. Recall (Ex2) in Section
1. The writer is positive toward Obama because the
1
For example, a variation of (R1) is: pos(writer, defeat) ∧
-effect(defeat) ∧ theme(defeat, bill) ⇒ neg(writer, bill)

Primary Task
pos(X,Y) X has positive sentiment toward Y, evoked in the current sentence
neg(X,Y) X has negative sentiment toward Y, evoked in the current sentence
Implicature Knowledge
+sentiment(S) S is a positive sentiment
+effect(T) T is a +effect event
-sentiment(S) S is a negative sentiment
-effect(T) T is a -effect event
source(S,X) the source of S is X
agent(T,X) the agent of T is X
target(S,Y) the target of S is Y
theme(T,Y) the theme of T is Y
External Knowledge
posExternal(X,Y) X has positive sentiment toward Y, external to the sentence
negExternal(X,Y) X has negative sentiment toward Y, external to the sentence
sameEntity(X,Y) X and Y refer to same entity
altEntity(X,Y) X and Y represent alternative entities
agree(X,Y) X and Y agree with each other
reinforcing(X,Y) X and Y are reinforcing sentiments
non-reinforcing(X,Y) X and Y are non-reinforcing sentiments
ideology(X,I) X holds ideology I
aspect(X,Y) an aspect (feature) of X is Y
Table 1: Atoms in the Rules.

word him refers to Obama. The instantiated rule is:
(R2) posExternal(writer,him) ∧
sameEntity(him,Obama)
⇒ pos(writer,Obama)

Agree. We may also infer that the writer has
the same sentiments as sources with whom he
or she agrees. While much previous work detects agreement at the turn level in conversation
(Michel Galley, 2004; Wang et al., 2011), or
identifies participants who agree with one another
(Hassan et al., 2012; Abu-Jbara et al., 2012; Park
et al., 2011), there is recent work on detecting
agreement within documents (Wang and Cardie,
2014; Abbott et al., 2011; Misra and Walker, 2013).
Consider, I agree with Paul. ... The plan is a
brilliant idea. The writer (I) agree with Paul, and
the writer is positive toward the plan. Then we infer
that probably Paul is positive toward the plan.
(R3) agree(writer,Paul) ∧ posExternal(writer,plan)
⇒ pos(Paul,plan)

Opinion-oriented Discourse Models. Furthermore, previous work have developed opinionoriented discourse models (OODMs) (Somasundaran, 2010). The OODM models recognize toward
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which entities the writer’s sentiments are the same
(sameEntity), and toward which entities the writer’s
sentiments are opposite (altEntity). The discourse
sameEntity relation covers not only identity, but
also part-whole, synonymy, generalization, specialization, entity-attribute/aspect, instantiation,
cause-effect, and implicit background topic, i.e.,
relations that have been studied by many researchers
in the context of anaphora and co-reference (e.g.
(Clark, 1975; Vieira and Poesio, 2000; Mueller
and Strube, 2001)). Two entities are in an altEntity
relation if they are mutually exclusive options in
the context of the discourse. For example, in a
debate about mobile phones, the iPhone and iOS
are considered as sameEntity, while the Android
and iPhone are considered as altEntity. In OODM
models, same sentiments toward same entities
express the same stance, and opposite sentiments
toward alternative targets express the same overall
stance (Somasundaran, 2010).
(R4) posExternal(writer,iOS) ∧
sameEntity(iOS,iPhone) ⇒ pos(writer,iPhone)
(R5) posExternal(writer,iOS) ∧
altEntity(iOS,Android) ⇒ neg(writer,Android)

However, the opinions throughout the documents

may not always be consistent. In the same document, a source may be both positive and negative
toward a target. In this paper, we define rules to
explain conflicting opinions in the document.
Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. In one case,
the source has different opinions about different
aspects of the same target. Consider The iPhone
display is beautiful. But it is too expensive. The
writer is positive toward the display while negative
toward the price. Such case can be modelled via the
rule:
(R6) posExternal(writer,iPhone) ∧
sameEntity(iPhone,it) ∧ neg(writer,it) ⇔
aspect(iPhone,display) ∧ aspect(it,price) ∧
posExternal(writer,display) ∧ neg(writer,price)

Two non-reinforcing opinions can also be expressed toward alternative entities. Consider, The
iPhone is too expensive. ... But the price of Android
cannot guarantee a satisfactorily smooth operating
system. S1 represents the negative opinion in the
first sentence expressed toward iPhone, and S2 represents the negative opinion in the second sentence
expressed toward Android.
(R8) non-reinforcing(S1,S2) ∧
source(S1,writer) ∧ source(S2,writer) ∧
target(S1,iPhone) ∧ target(S2,Android) ∧
altEntity(iPhone, Android)
∧ negExternal(writer,iPhone)
⇒ neg(writer,Android)

3.2

Several researchers have focused on the task of
mining data to discover aspects of products and sentiments toward different aspects (Liu, 2012).
(Non-)Reinforcing Sentiment Analysis. In the
other case, people may be ambivalent, or change
their minds in the course of a document. Two
sentiments may be in reinforcing or non-reinforcing
discourse scenarios. Reinforcing relations exist
between opinions when they contribute to the
same overall stance. Non-reinforcing relations
exist between opinions that show ambivalence,
which represents a discourse scenario in which
inconsistent sentiments are expressed with respect
to a stance (Somasundaran, 2010; Trivedi and
Eisenstein, 2013; Bhatia et al., 2015). Consider,
It is expensive. ... However, I think it is worth
a try if I loan to buy the phone. Previous work
(Somasundaran, 2010) may recognize that two
non-reinforcing sentiments occur (indicated by
the word However). S1 represents the negative
opinion in the first sentence expressed toward it,
and S2 represents the positive opinion in the second
sentence expressed toward the phone.
(R7) non-reinforcing(S1,S2) ∧
source(S1,writer) ∧ source(S2,writer) ∧
target(S1,It) ∧ target(S2,the phone) ∧
sameEntity(It, the phone)
∧ negExternal(writer,It) ⇒ pos(writer,the phone)
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Rules of Extra-Document Knowledge

Entity Linking. Knowledge from outside the
document is also important. For example, the work
in entity linking maps entity mentions (e.g.,Obama,
US President) in the text to entries in the knowledge
base (e.g., BARACK O BAMA) (Ji and Grishman,
2011; Rao et al., 2013). Such information can be
exploited to recognize sameEntity, as shown below.
(R9) sameEntity(Obama, BARACK O BAMA)
∧ sameEntity(US President, BARACK O BAMA)
⇒ sameEntity(Obama, US President)

Thus, we can use the knowledge base to enrich the
recognition of sameEntity and help recognize more
sentiments.
Ideology. Groups of people sharing the same ideology tend to have the same opinions about certain
things. Suppose we have known that Donald Trump
is conservative, and a conservative ideology is
against the concept of gun control, then we probably
infer that he is opposed to gun control in the context.
(R10) ideology(Donald Trump,C ONSERVATIVE)
∧ negExternal(C ONSERVATIVE,G UN C ONTROL)
∧ sameEntity(G UN C ONTROL, gun control)
⇒ neg(Donald Trump,gun control)

Rather than attempt to computationally define a
general notion of ideology, people in NLP tend to
use data for which specific ideologies have been defined. Previous work have studied recognizing ide-

ologies including political party affiliation (Iyyer et
al., 2014), or labels such as left, right, and center
(Sim et al., 2013), or use a proxy for ideology such
as voting record (Gerrish and Blei, 2011).

4

Integrating Evidence Against Rules

The framework allows exceptions to the rules. The
joint models implemented in the previous work
(Deng et al., 2014; Deng and Wiebe, 2015) use implicature rules as soft constraints. However, previous work didn’t investigate when the rules are
blocked. In this section we introduce two types
of evidences against the rules. 2 The first case is
when the event is involuntarily conducted. Consider
Ex(4A) below.
(Ex4A) The insurance companies will increase their spending on health care improvement.
(Ex4B) The insurance companies will be
required to increase their spending on
health care improvement.

Further, we can integrate the evidences against
the rules into the rules themselves. For example,
(R11) is the rule applied to (Ex4A). If we want to
integrate evidences against rules to model cases
such as (Ex4B), we can revised rule by incorporating the atom initiative representing whether an
event is conducted initiatively, as (R11∗ ) shows. If
initiative(increase) is false, this inference is blocked.
(R11) pos(writer, increase) ∧
agent(company, increase)
⇒ pos(writer, company)
(R11∗ ) pos(writer, increase) ∧
agent(company, increase) ∧ initiative(increase)
⇒ pos(writer, company)

This shows that the rule is flexible to add or remove an atom. Also, the framework is flexible to
block a rule in the context. Such flexibility allows
the framework to model various context and adapt
to different genres.

Assuming that there is a positive sentiment toward health care improvement in (Ex4A), the implicature rules infer a positive sentiment toward the insurance companies since the companies are increasing the improvement. However, consider the variation (Ex4B). The implicature here is less strong and
perhaps defeated. The reason is that the companies
will be forced to increase their spending.
Another case is when an event is accidental. For
example in (Ex5A),
Ex(5A) John deleted the file I need.
Ex(5B) John accidentally deleted the file
I need.
the rules imply a negative sentiment toward John.
However, this inference is weakened in the variation (Ex5B). To recognize these cases, lexical clues
are important, such as unintentionally, involuntary.
Given a list of seed words, resources such as WordNet, word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) and
paraphrase databases (e.g., PPDB (Ganitkevitch et
al., 2013)) can be utilized to find semantically similar words and phrases.
2
We realized these cases from the study of implicit sentiment in Greene and Resnik (Greene and Resnik, 2009).
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5

Conclusion

Sentiment analysis is not isolated from other NLP
tasks. The conceptual framework in this paper
aims at improving sentiment analysis by introducing
dependency rules between sentiments and various
knowledge provided from various NLP tasks including co-reference resolution, opinion discourse analysis, entity linking and ideology, etc. The framework uses dependency rules as constraints in the
joint models. Further, the framework can block a
rule in context by recognizing evidences against the
instantiated rule. Though it is a conceptual framework, it bridges different tasks of sentiment analysis and various tasks in NLP together to provide a
holistic approach to sentiment analysis and the other
tasks as well.
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